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ABSTRACT

CCS Concepts

Due to the high availability and applicability, handwritten
signatures are an eminent biometric authentication measure
in our life. To mitigate the risk of a potential misuse, automatic signature verification tries to distinguish between
genuine and forged signatures. Most of the available signature verification approaches make use of vectorial rather
than graph-based representations of the handwriting. This
is rather surprising as graphs offer some inherent advantages.
Graphs are, for instance, able to directly adapt their size
and structure to the size and complexity of the respective
handwritten entities. Moreover, several fast graph matching algorithms have been proposed recently that allow to
employ graphs also in domains with large amounts of data.
The present paper proposes to use different graph embedding approaches in conjunction with a recent graph-based
signature verification framework. That is, signature graphs
are not directly matched with each other, but first compared with a set of predefined prototype graphs, in order
to obtain a dissimilarity representation. In an experimental
evaluation, we employ the proposed method on two widely
used benchmark datasets. On both datasets, we empirically
confirm that the learning-free graph embedding outperforms
state-of-the-art methods with respect to both accuracy and
runtime.

•Security and privacy → Biometrics; Graphical / visual passwords; Authorization; •Computing methodologies → Biometrics; •Applied computing → Document capture; Document analysis;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Since decades, handwritten signatures are used as a biometrical authentication measure in business and legal transactions around the world [1, 2]. For this reason, handwritten
signatures are omnipresent in our everyday life, and thus, expose a large risk for possible misuse. To mitigate this risk,
automatic signature verification systems can be employed.
That is, a questioned signature is compared with a set of
reference signatures in order to distinguish between genuine
and forged signatures [3–5]. The accuracy of most signature
verification approaches rely on the amount of available reference signatures. In most cases, however, the acquisition of
reference signatures is expensive and/or limited, and thus,
signature verification is generally regarded as a challenging
task (even for human experts).
Signature verification systems can be distinguished with respect to their input device [1, 2]. In case of online (also
termed dynamic) signature verification, signatures are acquired by means of an electronic input device, such as for
example, digitised pens or tablets, or via input on a touch
screen. As a result, dynamic temporal information of the
handwriting process (e.g. acceleration, speed, and pressure)
can be acquired during the signing process. In contrast
to that, offline (also termed static) signature verification
is based on scanned signatures, and thus, limited to the
(x, y)-positions of the handwritten strokes. For this reason, offline signature verification is commonly regarded as

the more challenging task. The present paper is focusing on
offline signature verification.
In addition to the type of input, signature verification can
also be distinguished with respect to the type of signature
representation, viz. statistical and structural representation.
In case of statistical (i.e. vectorial) representations, signatures are represented by means of feature vectors or sequences of feature vectors that are extracted from scanned
images of handwritten signatures [1, 2]. In early works, features are used to represent characteristics of the handwriting
like for example projection profiles [6], slant direction [7, 8],
outline [3], or the contour [4, 9]. Yet, also more generic
feature descriptors have been employed such as for example Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [10, 11] and Histogram of
oriented Gradients (HoG) [10]. In the last years, features
of handwriting signatures have been derived by means of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [5] and other Deep
Learning techniques [12]. Regardless of the employed type of
features, different classification and/or matching approaches
have been employed such as for example Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) [6, 9], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [3,
10, 11], or Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [3, 8], to mention
just a few.
A number of structural (i.e. string, tree, or graph-based)
signature verification frameworks have been proposed in the
last decade [13–17]. Graphs, actually the most general data
structure, allow to represent the inherent topological handwriting characteristics of signatures in a natural and comprehensive way. Moreover, graphs are able to directly adapt
both the structure and the size to the size and complexity
of the underlying handwriting signature. However, this representational advantage is accompanied with an increased
computational complexity of most mathematical operations.
In fact, the computation of a graph similarity or dissimilarity measure is of much higher complexity when compared
to the same operation on vectorial representations. To overcome this limitation, several fast graph matching algorithms
have been proposed in the last decade [18, 19].
To bridge the gap between statistical and structural approaches in pattern recognition, a number of different methods for graph embedding as well as graph kernels have been
proposed in the last decade [18–20]. Both approaches aim
at mapping individual graphs or pairs of graphs into (an implicit) feature space. Consequently, several statistical measures and mathematical operations can be applied to the
graphs maps [21]. To the best of our knowledge, neither
graph embeddings nor graph kernels have been employed in
the field of structural signature verification. In the present
paper, we thus focus on different graph embedding approaches
for signature verification. In particular, we make use of the
dissimilarity based graph embedding framework originally
presented in [21]. By means of this procedure, we can derive n-dimensional feature representations for graphs that
can eventually be used for the classification of signatures.
In an experimental evaluation on two widely used benchmark datasets, we show that the proposed approach can
keep up or even outperform state-of-the-art statistical and
structural signature verification frameworks with respect to
both accuracy and runtime. This is particular interesting as
the present approach is not depending on large amounts of
training data.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2, we formally introduce the employed signature

verification framework including the graph embedding approaches. In Section 3, we present the results of a thorough
empirical investigation. Finally, we draw conclusions and
discuss possible future lines of research in Section 4.

2.

SIGNATURE VERIFICATION PROCESS

In the present paper, we use different graph embedding approaches in conjunction with a recently proposed graphbased signature verification framework [15].
Hence, we first review the existing framework and discuss
how handwritten signatures can be represented by means
of graphs. Next, we show how graph embedding approaches
can be used to extend this framework. Moreover, we propose
to combine the embedding approaches with direct graph
matchings in order to build an ensemble. Finally, we review
a normalisation method that allows to reduce intrapersonal
variations in the signature data.

2.1

Graph Representation

To represent handwritten signatures by means of graphs,
scanned artefacts are first preprocessed in three subsequent
processing steps [15]. First, Difference of Gaussians enhancement is employed to reduce the influence of noisy background. Next, signature images are binarised by means of
global thresholding. Finally, preprocessed signature images
are skeletonised by means of thinning.
In general, a graph g is defined as a four-tuple g = (V, E,
µ, ν) where V and E are finite sets of nodes and edges, and
µ : V → LV and ν : E → LE are labelling functions for
nodes and edges, respectively. In our specific scenario described below, nodes are labelled with two-dimensional numerical labels, while edges remain unlabelled, i.e. LV = R2
and LE = ∅.
We make use of so-called keypoint graphs [22, 23]. That is,
graphs are extracted based on the detection of characteristic points (keypoints), in the preprocessed and skeletonised
signature images. In particular, nodes are used to represent
keypoints (as well as intermediate points between the keypoints), while edges are used to represent strokes between
keypoints. In Figure 1, two exemplary signatures of two
different datasets (see Sect. 3.1 for details) as well as their
corresponding graph representations are shown.
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Figure 1. Exemplary offline signature (original and preprocessed) as well as the corresponding keypoint graph representation: (a) GPDSsynthetic, (b) MCYT-75.

2.2

Graph Embedding

The actual signature verification is based on two subsequent
processing steps as shown in Figure 2. First, a prototypebased graph embedding [21] is employed. In particular, all
graphs g ∈ G — actually representing signatures — are
mapped to a feature vector space by means of a set of

prototype graphs E = {e1 , . . . em }. Formally, the mapping
ϕ : G → Rm is defined by

α RE(q, r) + (1 − α) P E(q, r)

,

ϕ(g) = (d(g, e1 ), d(g, e2 ), . . . , d(g, em )) ,

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) RE(q, r)

,

where d(g, ei ) is equal to a graph dissimilarity between g and
ei ∈ E. Note that, the vector space embeddings obtained via
ϕ are normalised by a z-score to reduce variations between
different embedded signature graphs.
In order to compute the dissimilarities between a given graph
g and the prototype graphs ei ∈ E, we make use of a recently
proposed linear time graph dissimilarity measure, viz. the
so-called Polar Graph Distance (PGD) [24]. For each pair
of graphs (g, ei ), we employ

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) P E(q, r)

,

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) RE(q, r) + β P E(q, r)
α P GD(q, r) + (1 − α) RE(q, r)

,

α P GD(q, r) + (1 − α) P E(q, r)

,

,

α P GD(q, r) + (1 − α) RE(q, r) + β P E(q, r)

,

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) P GD(q, r) + β RE(q, r)

,

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) P GD(q, r) + β P E(q, r)

,

α BP (q, r) + (1 − α) P GD(q, r) + β RE(q, r) + (1 − β) P E(q, r)

d(g, ei ) = P GD(q, ei )

.

PGD is based on three different processing steps. First, both
graphs are segmented into a polar coordinate system (defined by the number of different radii Pr and the number of
different angles Pφ ). Second, histograms are derived based
on the node and edge distributions of each polar graph segment (defined by the radial range P per histogram bin).
Third, the distance between the resulting histograms is computed by means of the χ2 -distance. For more details we refer
to [24].

2.3

Definition of the Prototypes

Clearly, the employed graph embedding crucially depends on
the definition of adequate sets of prototypes. In the present
paper, the prototype graphs E are based on two different
sets, i.e. the Reference Embedding (RE) and the Prototype
Embedding (PE).
In case of RE, the set of prototype signature graphs E is
equal to the set of reference signature graphs R of a specific
user u, and thus, varying for every user (and dataset). In
particular, the prototype set E is either composed of five or
ten reference signatures for a given user (that is, we use two
different scenarios in our evaluation – see below).
In case of PE, the set of prototype graphs E is defined
on a global set of graphs, and thus, not adapted for every
user (and dataset). In particular, E is based on ten different
genuine signatures of 100 different users of an independent
dataset (viz. GPDSlast-100, see Sect. 3.1 for details). That
is, in case of |E| = 25, for instance, we use 25 different signatures from the 25 first users, in case of |E| = 125 we use
125 different signatures from 100 different users (i.e. two
prototype signatures are used from the first 25 users), etc.
In contrast with RE, the optimal size of E is not a priori
defined and needs to be optimised separately.
Clearly, there are more sophisticated methods for the selection of prototype graphs available (e.g. [21, 25]). However,
the chosen approach can be seen as a baseline for future
investigations.

2.4

,

Ensemble Methods

Rather than conducting the signature verification with a single graph embedding approach (i.e. RE or PE), we combine
both graph embeddings with different graph matching approaches in order to build a verification ensemble. We combine the graph embeddings with themself as well as with different graph matching algorithms, i.e. Bipartite Graph Edit
Distance (BP) [26] and Polar Graph Distance (PGD) [24].
Formally, we make use of the following combinations

where α, β ∈ [0, 1] are weighting factors that can be adjusted.

2.5

Signature Verification

Our signature verification process is relying on reference signatures ri from a reference set of signatures Ru per user u.
That is, we measure the pairwise Euclidean distance d(·, ·)
between the embedding ϕ(q) of a questioned signature graph
q and all embeddings ϕ(ri ) of all reference signature graphs
ri ∈ Ru .
To reduce interpersonal variations, we make use of a userbased score normalisation [27]. In particular, we calculate a
normalisation score µRu based on the average of all minima
between all reference signatures Ru of user u
P
µR u =

min

d(ϕ(s), ϕ(r))

s∈Ru r∈Ru \{s}

,

|Ru |

where the embedding ϕ(·) is either based on RE or PE.
Note that the mean of the minimal distances µRu can be
regarded as the expected dissimilarity score for user u. For
this reason, we make use of µRu to derive a signature score
s for a questioned signature q based on the sum of the k
smallest normalised distances for user u. Formally, for user
u we first sort the reference signatures ri ∈ Ru with respect
to d(q, ri ) such that d(q, r1 ) ≤ d(q, r2 ) ≤ . . . and then define

s(q, Ru ) =

k
X
d(q, ri )
µR u
i=1

.

(1)

A similar normalisation process is also employed on combined distances (using both BP and PGD).
If the normalised score s(q, Ru ) is below a certain threshold,
the questioned signature q is regarded as genuine, otherwise
q is regarded as forged.

3.
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Datasets

In the following experimental evaluation, the proposed signature verification framework is evaluated on two offline signature benchmark datasets, i.e. GPDSsynthetic-Offline and
MCYT-75.
In case of GPDSsynthetic-Offline, offline signatures are synthetically generated [28]. This novel dataset replaces the
widely used GPDS-960 dataset that is no longer publicly

Graph Embedding

Euclidean Distance
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sha1_base64="8btGouGX01gVyGya6vo0CJSF90A=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LLZCBSlJe1BvBS8eK9gPbEPZbCbt0s0m7m6EEvovvHhQxKv/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPC/mTGnb/rZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqK2iRFJo0YhHsusRBZwJaGmmOXRjCST0OHS88c3M7zyBVCwS93oSgxuSoWABo0Qb6aHsVx4vYFA/Lw+KJbtqz4FXiZOREsrQHBS/+n5EkxCEppwo1XPsWLspkZpRDtNCP1EQEzomQ+gZKkgIyk3nF0/xmVF8HETSlNB4rv6eSEmo1CT0TGdI9EgtezPxP6+X6ODKTZmIEw2CLhYFCcc6wrP3sc8kUM0nhhAqmbkV0xGRhGoTUsGE4Cy/vEratapTr9p3tVLjOosjj07QKaogB12iBrpFTdRCFAn0jF7Rm6WsF+vd+li05qxs5hj9gfX5A2pHj2Y=</latexit>

d( q

d(

, e2

q,

(d(q, e1 ), . . . , d(q, em ))
<latexit sha1_base64="Sv8vx9zL2C7seD7aBQmmiyGvq2U=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1VKLxURIIITdWKhdwMYygnlAsiyzs5NkyDzWmVkhLGls/BUbC0Vs/Qc7/8ZJsoUmHrhw5px7mXtPGFOitOt+Wyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t6+fXDYUiKRCDeRoEJ2QqgwJRw3NdEUd2KJIQspboej66nffsBSEcHv9DjGPoMDTvoEQW2kwD4plqLSfQUHXrnSo5HQqjJ/s3K5GNgFt+rO4CwTLyMFkKER2F+9SKCEYa4RhUp1PTfWfgqlJojiSb6XKBxDNIID3DWUQ4aVn86umDhnRomcvpCmuHZm6u+JFDKlxiw0nQzqoVr0puJ/XjfR/Us/JTxONOZo/lE/oY4WzjQSJyISI03HhkAkidnVQUMoIdImuLwJwVs8eZm0alXvvOre1gr1qyyOHDgGp6AEPHAB6uAGNEATIPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYt65Y2cwR+APr8wd5CpX3</latexit>

)

e2
<latexit sha1_base64="MBMTbUkT3MyzmvNXvjTEbE5l9wk=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQu0CNpYRvCSQHGFvM5cs2ds7dveEcOQ32FgoYusPsvPfuPkoNPHBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLZ1kiqHPEpGoTkg1Ci7RN9wI7KQKaRwKbIfju5nffkKleSIfzSTFIKZDySPOqLGSX8V+vdovV9yaOwdZJ96SVGCJZr/81RskLItRGiao1l3PTU2QU2U4Ezgt9TKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuyUXFhlQKJE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpVW8m/ud1MxPdBDmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2ORlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lOyIXirL6+TVr3mXdXch3qlcbuMowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9FacJYzp/AHzucPpg+N4Q==</latexit>

e3

)

e3

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="9sNVGmK3RnlIKXu76YnHG9d712A=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTss1I7ExhITD0jgQvaWPdiwt3fZnTMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2O7+Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKflX3vWq/XHFr7gJknXg5qUCOZr/81RskLIu5QiapMV3PTTGYUo2CST4r9TLDU8rGdMi7lioacxNMF8fOyIVVBiRKtC2FZKH+npjS2JhJHNrOmOLIrHpz8T+vm2F0E0yFSjPkii0XRZkkmJD552QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzadkQ/BWX14nrXrNu6q5D/VK4zaPowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHuGWN7Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7xTq7tls8LHV8+BmJPHoLv31ogM=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTso1I7ExhITD0ngQvaWOdiwt3fZ3TMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FPobj27n/+IRK80Q+mEmKQUyHkkecUWMlv4r9RrVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHq1/+6g0SlsUoDRNU667npiaYUmU4Ezgr9TKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIPp4tgZubDKgESJsiUNWai/J6Y01noSh7YzpmakV725+J/XzUx0HUy5TDODki0XRZkgJiHzz8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNp+SDcFbfXmdtOs1r1Fz7+uV5k0eRxHO4BwuwYMraMIdtMAHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPp5SN4g==</latexit>

'(r1 )

(d(r1 , e1 ), . . . , d(r1 , em ))

<latexit sha1_base64="BpP1K53a9yMUH54adJc2HIPhTNU=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCbYkDss1I7ExhIT+UjgJHvLHmzY273s7mHIhf9hY6Extv4XO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgpgzbVz321lb39jc2s7t5Hf39g8OC0fHTS0TRWiDSC5VO8CaciZowzDDaTtWFEcBp61gdDvzW2OqNJPiwUxi6kd4IFjICDZWeix1x1jFQ1ZWPe+i1CsU3Yo7B1olXkaKkKHeK3x1+5IkERWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nea7iaYxJiM8oB1LBY6o9tP51VN0bpU+CqWyJQyaq78nUhxpPYkC2xlhM9TL3kz8z+skJrz2UybixFBBFovChCMj0SwC1GeKEsMnlmCimL0VkSFWmBgbVN6G4C2/vEqa1Yp3WXHvq8XaTRZHDk7hDMrgwRXU4A7q0AACCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+Fq1rTjZzAn/gfP4AAfGRfg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HhLaYwVz+CvjimrKzXETXtdVrW0=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugq3QQikzdaHuCm5cVrAPaIchk0nb0CQzJBmhDN268VfcuFDErX/gzr8xbUfQ1gMXDufcy733BDGjSjvOl5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YP7MOjtooSiUkLRyyS3QApwqggLU01I91YEsQDRjrB+Hrmd+6JVDQSd3oSE4+joaADipE2km/DUjksS9+tEt+tVPssjLSq/ii8Uin5dtGpOXPAVeJmpAgyNH37sx9GOOFEaMyQUj3XibWXIqkpZmRa6CeKxAiP0ZD0DBWIE+Wl80+m8MwoIRxE0pTQcK7+nkgRV2rCA9PJkR6pZW8m/uf1Ej249FIq4kQTgReLBgmDOoKzWGBIJcGaTQxBWFJzK8QjJBHWJryCCcFdfnmVtOs197zm3NaLjassjjw4AaegDFxwARrgBjRBC2DwAJ7AC3i1Hq1n6816X7TmrGzmGPyB9fEN5+iXQQ==</latexit>

17.5

Genuine

<latexit sha1_base64="4yYm3YPqR/KybReRcYp/2HVbc9E=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbaCp2VXkeqt4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLS1TRWiTSC5VJ8SaciZo0zDDaSdRFMchp+1wfDvz209UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys1Kr6Nfeq2i9XPNebA60SPycVyNHol796A0nSmApDONa663uJCTKsDCOcTku9VNMEkzEe0q6lAsdUB9n82ik6s8oARVLZEgbN1d8TGY61nsSh7YyxGellbyb+53VTE10HGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY6GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqGRD8JdfXiWtC9e/dL37i0r9Jo+jCCdwCufgQw3qcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+Jzo3A</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3lhKfOQrj+GppFh+ckZkEAkqfgg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiTdqLuCC11WsA9oQ5lMb9qhk0mYmQgl9CPcuFDErd/jzr9xmmahrQcGDufcw9x7gkRwbVz32yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjo5TxbDNYhGrXkA1Ci6xbbgR2EsU0igQ2A2mtwu/+4RK81g+mlmCfkTHkoecUWOl7h3K1CaH1Zpbd3OQdeIVpAYFWsPq12AUszRCaZigWvc9NzF+RpXhTOC8Mkg1JpRN6Rj7lkoaofazfN05ubDKiISxsk8akqu/ExmNtJ5FgZ2MqJnoVW8h/uf1UxNe+xmXSWpQsuVHYSqIicnidjLiCpkRM0soU9zuStiEKsqMbahiS/BWT14nnUbdc+veQ6PWvCnqKMMZnMMleHAFTbiHFrSBwRSe4RXenMR5cd6dj+VoySkyp/AHzucPTmuPgA==</latexit>

<latexit

d( q
sha1_base64="fCTJEyLjTzAJK6wORXlBYZGHyoU=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BFuhgpTdelBvBS8eK9gPbJeSzc62oUl2TbJCKf0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQasPBh7vzTAzL0g408Z1v5zcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOk4VRSaNOax6gREA2cSmoYZDp1EAREBh3Ywup757UdQmsXyzowT8AUZSBYxSoyV7sth5eEM+uK03C+W3Ko7B/5LvIyUUIZGv/jZC2OaCpCGcqJ113MT40+IMoxymBZ6qYaE0BEZQNdSSQRofzK/eIpPrBLiKFa2pMFz9efEhAitxyKwnYKYoV72ZuJ/Xjc10aU/YTJJDUi6WBSlHJsYz97HIVNADR9bQqhi9lZMh0QRamxIBRuCt/zyX9KqVb3zqntbK9Wvsjjy6Agdowry0AWqoxvUQE1EkURP6AW9Otp5dt6c90VrzslmDtEvOB/fwqOPoA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="W47u1Sv+bchE4BkSARE6eJQsJso=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQu0CNpYRvCSQHGFvs5cs2ds7dueEcOQ32FgoYusPsvPfuPkoNPHBwOO9GWbmhakUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTlkkyzbjPEpnoTkgNl0JxHwVK3kk1p3EoeTsc38389hPXRiTqEScpD2I6VCISjKKV/Kru16v9csWtuXOQdeItSQWWaPbLX71BwrKYK2SSGtP13BSDnGoUTPJpqZcZnlI2pkPetVTRmJsgnx87JRdWGZAo0bYUkrn6eyKnsTGTOLSdMcWRWfVm4n9eN8PoJsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDZ52QgNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzadkQ/BWX14nrXrNu6q5D/VK43YZRxHO4BwuwYNraMA9NMEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14CxnTuEPnM8fueqN7g==</latexit>

'(r2 )

…

)
, em

Reference
r2
Signature Graphs

(d(r2 , e1 ), . . . , d(r2 , em ))

<latexit sha1_base64="hOP8eG0EBJfudiyd+3jDjXI5FyA=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCbYkDss1I7ExhIT+UjgJHvLHmzY3bvs7mHIhf9hY6Extv4XO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgpgzbVz321lb39jc2s7t5Hf39g8OC0fHTR0litAGiXik2gHWlDNJG4YZTtuxolgEnLaC0e3Mb42p0iySD2YSU1/ggWQhI9hY6bHUHWMVD1lZ9aoXpV6h6FbcOdAq8TJShAz1XuGr249IIqg0hGOtO54bGz/FyjDC6TTfTTSNMRnhAe1YKrGg2k/nV0/RuVX6KIyULWnQXP09kWKh9UQEtlNgM9TL3kz8z+skJrz2UybjxFBJFovChCMToVkEqM8UJYZPLMFEMXsrIkOsMDE2qLwNwVt+eZU0qxXvsuLeV4u1myyOHJzCGZTBgyuowR3UoQEEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFrXnGzmBP7A+fwBA3eRfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XnB0YNCxfmbz59aZtd0tEeXXwhg=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugq3QQikzdaHuCm5cVrAPaIchk0nb0GQyJBmhDN268VfcuFDErX/gzr8xbUfQ1gMXDufcy733BDGjSjvOl5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YP7MOjthKJxKSFBROyGyBFGI1IS1PNSDeWBPGAkU4wvp75nXsiFRXRnZ7ExONoGNEBxUgbybdhqRyWpV+vEt+tVPssFFpVfxReqZR8u+jUnDngKnEzUgQZmr792Q8FTjiJNGZIqZ7rxNpLkdQUMzIt9BNFYoTHaEh6hkaIE+Wl80+m8MwoIRwIaSrScK7+nkgRV2rCA9PJkR6pZW8m/uf1Ej249FIaxYkmEV4sGiQMagFnscCQSoI1mxiCsKTmVohHSCKsTXgFE4K7/PIqaddr7nnNua0XG1dZHHlwAk5BGbjgAjTADWiCFsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1vmjNWdnMMfgD6+Mb6xCXQw==</latexit>

16.5
<latexit sha1_base64="eI4D/OakKlih+sV/pKeGNh4EwlE=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPB07Kr+LoFvHiMYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7woQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DppapIrRBJJeqHWJNORO0YZjhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up36rSeqNJPiwYwTGsR4IFjECDZWalb9S/ei2itXPNebAS0TPycVyFHvlb+6fUnSmApDONa643uJCTKsDCOcTkrdVNMEkxEe0I6lAsdUB9ns2gk6sUofRVLZEgbN1N8TGY61Hseh7YyxGepFbyr+53VSE10HGRNJaqgg80VRypGRaPo66jNFieFjSzBRzN6KyBArTIwNqGRD8BdfXibNM9c/d737s0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwxXU4A7q0AACj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+5q0FJ585hD9wPn8AiEeNvw==</latexit>

min
<latexit sha1_base64="5UKx8kQfrmPTWh/W8aBFMRCdf74=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+JX1aOXjWDiibR4UG8kXjxiYoEEGrJdtrBhd9vsbk1Iw2/w4kFjvPqDvPlvXKAHBV8yyct7M5mZF6WcaeN5305pY3Nre6e8W9nbPzg8co9P2jrJFKEBSXiiuhHWlDNJA8MMp91UUSwiTjvR5G7ud56o0iyRj2aa0lDgkWQxI9hYKagJJmsDt+rVvQXQOvELUoUCrYH71R8mJBNUGsKx1j3fS02YY2UY4XRW6WeapphM8Ij2LJVYUB3mi2Nn6MIqQxQnypY0aKH+nsix0HoqItspsBnrVW8u/uf1MhPfhDmTaWaoJMtFccaRSdD8czRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm0/FhuCvvrxO2o26f1X3HhrV5m0RRxnO4BwuwYdraMI9tCAAAgye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/AHzucPHL6OLw==</latexit>

16.5
<latexit sha1_base64="eI4D/OakKlih+sV/pKeGNh4EwlE=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPB07Kr+LoFvHiMYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7woQzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DppapIrRBJJeqHWJNORO0YZjhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up36rSeqNJPiwYwTGsR4IFjECDZWalb9S/ei2itXPNebAS0TPycVyFHvlb+6fUnSmApDONa643uJCTKsDCOcTkrdVNMEkxEe0I6lAsdUB9ns2gk6sUofRVLZEgbN1N8TGY61Hseh7YyxGepFbyr+53VSE10HGRNJaqgg80VRypGRaPo66jNFieFjSzBRzN6KyBArTIwNqGRD8BdfXibNM9c/d737s0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwxXU4A7q0AACj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+5q0FJ585hD9wPn8AiEeNvw==</latexit>

Below threshold?
<latexit sha1_base64="cqVvpea8D2ga2XzeCrAs7r+0now=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4Kkkv6smiF48V7Ae0oWw2k3bpZjfsbiol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNp737aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weH7tFxS8tMUWhSyaXqhEQDZwKahhkOnVQBSUIO7XB0N/PbY1CaSfFoJikECRkIFjNKjJX6rnsLXD5hM1Sgh5JHN3234lW9OfAq8QtSQQUafferF0maJSAM5UTrru+lJsiJMoxymJZ7mYaU0BEZQNdSQRLQQT6/fIrPrRLhWCpbwuC5+nsiJ4nWkyS0nQkxQ73szcT/vG5m4qsgZyLNDAi6WBRnHBuJZzHgiCmghk8sIVQxeyumQ6IINTassg3BX355lbRqVd+r+g+1Sv26iKOETtEZukA+ukR1dI8aqIkoGqNn9IrenNx5cd6dj0XrmlPMnKA/cD5/AE13k2U=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uhDLVcbKYIdQLj8LPu/niqH1kVI=">AAACEXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJHFokLqVCVlALZKDDCWRx9SE1WOe9NadZzIdpCqqL/Awq+wMIAQKxsbf4P7GKDlSJaOzrnX9jlhypnSrvttFVZW19Y3ipv21vbO7p6zf9BUSSYpNGjCE9kOiQLOBDQ00xzaqQQShxxa4fBy4rceQCqWiHs9SiGISV+wiFGijdR1yj4FoUEy0bdvIQIJggL2fXzH+oLoTAK+kiQdqK5TcivuFHiZeHNSQnPUu86X30toFpvrKSdKdTw31UFOpGaUw9j2MwUpoUPSh46hgsSggnyaaIxPjNLDUSLNERpP1d8bOYmVGsWhmYyJHqhFbyL+53UyHZ0HORNppk3S2UNRxrFO8KQe3GMSqOYjQwiVzPwV0wGRhJqOlG1K8BYjL5NmteKdVtybaql2Ma+jiI7QMSojD52hGrpGddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mowVrvnOI/sD6/AEBoJ0V</latexit>

…

…

Forged
<latexit sha1_base64="QXGA1dvvFkbV4deIEUOHK/stTgU=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkv6q0giMcK9gPaUDabSbt2kw27G6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1jJTDFtMCqm6AdUoeIItw43AbqqQxoHATjC+mfmdJ1Say+TBTFL0YzpMeMQZNVZq30o1xHBQqbo1dw6ySryCVKFAc1D56oeSZTEmhgmqdc9zU+PnVBnOBE7L/UxjStmYDrFnaUJj1H4+v3ZKzq0SkkgqW4khc/X3RE5jrSdxYDtjakZ62ZuJ/3m9zERXfs6TNDOYsMWiKBPESDJ7nYRcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmxAZVtCN7yy6ukXa95bs27r1cb10UcJTiFM7gADy6hAXfQhBYweIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWhdc4qZE/gD5/MHd0ePAg==</latexit>

rn

em

<latexit sha1_base64="stqywG1so4jIVjtxw2/uJx+b4k0=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTss1I7ExhITD0jgQvaWPdiwt3fZnTMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJyySZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2O7+Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKflX3VbVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHs1/+6g0SlsVcIZPUmK7nphhMqUbBJJ+VepnhKWVjOuRdSxWNuQmmi2Nn5MIqAxIl2pZCslB/T0xpbMwkDm1nTHFkVr25+J/XzTC6CaZCpRlyxZaLokwSTMj8czIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ5lOyIXirL6+TVr3mXdXch3qlcZvHUYQzOIdL8OAaGnAPTfCBgYBneIU3RzkvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDFSWOKg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="B876tQwmko38s2R3PrA/ZI4irsc=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIphYkTss1I7ExhITD0jgQvaWOdiwu3fZ3TMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzopQzbTzv2ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTlk4yRTGgCU9UJyIaOZMYGGY4dlKFREQc29H4bu63n1BplshHM0kxFGQoWcwoMVYKqtgX1X654tW8Bdx14uekAjma/fJXb5DQTKA0lBOtu76XmnBKlGGU46zUyzSmhI7JELuWSiJQh9PFsTP3wioDN06ULWnchfp7YkqE1hMR2U5BzEivenPxP6+bmfgmnDKZZgYlXS6KM+6axJ1/7g6YQmr4xBJCFbO3unREFKHG5lOyIfirL6+TVr3mX9W8h3qlcZvHUYQzOIdL8OEaGnAPTQiAAoNneIU3RzovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kD/7aOHA==</latexit>

'(rn ) (d(rn , e1 ), . . . , d(rn , em ))
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Figure 2. Graph-based signature verification process including graph embedding (left) and dissimilarity measure by means of
Euclidean distance (right).
Table 1. The number of users, the number of genuine and
forged signatures per user, and the resolution of the images.
Name

Users

Genuine

Forgeries

dpi

GPDSsynthetic
MCYT-75

4000
75

24
15

30
15

600
600

available1 and contains 4,000 synthetic users with 24 genuine and 30 forged signatures per user. Note that every signature is generated by modelling different pens. In case of
MCYT-75, offline signatures are based on the MCYT baseline corpus [8,29]. This well-known dataset contains 75 users
with 15 genuine and 15 forged signatures per user. All users
have signed on a 127 mm × 97 mm field. In Table 1, an
overview of the main characteristics of the two datasets is
given.

3.2

Experimental Setup

In the domain of signature verification, frameworks are generally evaluated using two kind of forgeries, i.e. Random
Forgeries (RF) and Skilled Forgeries (SF). In case of RF,
the forger has no prior knowledge about the signature to be
forged2 , while in case of SF, the forger has commonly knowledge of one (or several) genuine signatures as well as time
to train to forge the signature. Hence, skilled forgeries are
often visually very similar when compared with the genuine
template, and thus, more difficult to detect.
To verify whether a questioned signature q is genuine or
forged, q is commonly compared with a set of reference signatures R. In general, there is a strong positive correlation
between the size of the reference set R and the accuracy of
the signature verification system. However, the acquisition
of arbitrary large reference sets is often not possible and/or
expensive in practice, and thus, restricted to few reference
signatures per user. In the present paper, we make use of
|R| = 5 (denoted by R5) and |R| = 10 (denoted by R10). In
particular, we make use of the first five or ten genuine signatures as reference set R for each user, while the remaining
1
For details, http://www.gpds.ulpgc.es/downloadnew/
download.htm (March 30, 2018).
2
In the present paper, we make use of the first genuine signature from each other user to build a set of random forgeries.

genuine signatures are used as the positive signing attempts
for the evaluation.
The accuracy of the signature verification framework is generally measured by two kind of errors, i.e. the False Rejection Rate (FRR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR). In
case of FRR, the accuracy is measured by the percentage of
genuine signatures that are falsely rejected by the system,
while in case of FAR, the accuracy is measured by the percentage of forgeries that are falsely accepted by the system.
Finally, both measures can be used to detect the Equal Error
Rate (EER), which refers to the error rate when the FRR is
equal to the FAR.
In the present paper, the experimental evaluation is conducted in two subsequent steps. In the first step, we optimise the proposed systems on a single and independent
dataset, i.e. a subset of GPDSsynthetic containing the last
100 users of the dataset (denoted by GPDS-last100 from
now on), using a skilled forgery scenario and ten reference
signatures (R10). In the second step, we test the proposed
framework (using optimised parameters) on an independent
subset of GPDSsynthetic containing the first 75 users of the
dataset (denoted by GPDS-75 ) as well as on MCYT-75.

3.3

Parameter Optimisation

For both graph embedding approaches RE and PE, we first
optimise different polar segmentations for the polar graph
distance PGD (defined via Pr = {1, 2, . . . , 6} and Pφ =
{6, 7, . . . , 12}) as well as different radial ranges (defined by
P = {26, 28, . . . , 34}) in combination with different number
of k reference signatures, i.e. k = {1, 2, . . . , 5} (see Eq. 1).
For the optimisation of the dissimilarity measure PGD, we
set m = 10 and m = 100 for RE and PE, respectively. In our
final evaluation, for RE the number of prototypes m is set
to 5 or 10 with respect to the actual scenario (R5 or R10).
For PE we separately optimise m ∈ {25, 50, . . . , 1000}. It
turns out that the EER is not (or only marginally) improved
with m larger than 325. In Table 2, the best performing
parameters are shown for both RE and PE.
In a final step, we optimise the weighting parameters α, β ∈
{0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} for the ensemble methods in combination
with k = {1, 2, . . . , 5}. In Table 3, the best performing
weights are shown for all combinations.

50

Table 2. Optimal graph embedding parameter settings.

RE
PE

Pr

Pφ

P

k

m

3
4

8
9

26
30

1
2

5/10
325

20
False Rejection Rate

Method

Table 3. Optimal ensemble method parameter settings.
Ensemble

β

k

RE + PE

0.7

-

3

BP + RE
BP + PE
BP + RE + PE

0.4
0.4
0.4

0.1

2
2
2

PGD + RE
PGD + PE
PGD + RE + PE

0.3
0.6
0.6

0.4

1
3
3

BP + PGD + RE
BP + PGD + PE
BP + PGD + RE + PE

0.8
0.4
0.6

0.6
0.3
0.5

1
4
4

5

2

Results and Discussion

Table 4. Equal error rates in a skilled forgeries scenario with
5 and 10 references on GPDS-75 and MCYT-75.
GPDS-75

MCYT-75

R5

R10

R5

R10

BP
PGD

12.31
12.40

9.47
9.64

19.73
16.53

13.24
10.67

RE
PE
RE + PE

11.02
14.80
10.58

8.00
11.24
8.04

17.60
23.02
16.89

11.82
16.98
11.11

BP + RE
BP + PE
BP + RE + PE

9.02 (2)
11.82
8.76 (1)

6.36 (1) 15.82 (2) 9.51 (3)
8.84
18.93
12.71
6.44 (2) 15.11 (1) 9.07 (1)

PGD + RE
PGD + PE
PGD + RE + PE

11.24
10.80
10.31

8.44
8.31
7.78

BP + PGD + RE
BP + PGD + PE
BP + PGD + RE + PE

9.24 (3)
9.60
9.38

17.24
16.98
16.80

6.62 (3) 15.91 (3)
6.80
15.91 (3)
7.07
16.36

2

5

10
False Acceptance Rate

20

50

20

50

50

In Table 4, we compare the proposed graph embedding approaches RE and PE in a skilled forgery scenario (SF) with
two graph matching algorithms, i.e. BP and PGD. We observe that the embeddings using RE lead in general to improvements on GPDS-75, while PGD performs better than
the embedding using RE on MCYT-75.
Regarding the graph embedding based on PE, we observe
lower accuracy rates when compared with both BP and
PGD. However, if we combine RE and PE (i.e. RE + PE),
we observe substantial improvements when compared with
the single graph embedding methods. Further improvements
can be observed in case of the ensemble methods BP + RE,
BP + RE + PE, as well as BP + PGD + RE. In fact, these
ensemble methods are in twelve out of twelve cases better
than both individual systems BP and PGD. The same observation can also be made in the Detection Error Tradeoff
(DET) curves in Figure 3.

System

BP
PGD
BP + RE
BP + RE + PE
BP + PGD + RE

(a) GPDS-75

10.84
11.11
10.31
9.33 (2)
9.69
9.51 (3)

Similar observations can also be made in the random forgery

20
False Rejection Rate

3.4

α

10

10

5

2

BP
PGD
BP + RE
BP + RE + PE
BP + PGD + RE
2

5

10
False Acceptance Rate

(b) MCYT-75
Figure 3. Detection error tradeoff curves for skilled forgeries
with R=10. For the sake of readability, we show only a
subset of all curves.

scenario (RF) in Table 5. That is, the graph embedding
using RE leads to similar EER rates when compared with
BP and PGD, while a certain decline can be observed in the
case of graph embedding based on PE. Moreover, we observe
that some ensemble methods (viz. BP+RE, BP+RE+PE,
and BP + PGD + RE) lead to clear improvements when
compared with the graph-based reference systems. In particular, the ensemble method BP + RE + PE leads in three
out of four cases to the overall lowest EER rates.
Next, we compare the matching times of the different graph
matching algorithms (i.e. BP and PGD) on graphs with
different sizes, as shown in Table 63 . BP has cubic time
complexity with respect to the number of nodes [26], while
PGD offers linear time complexity [24]. Note that the pro3

Note that all performance-related experiments have been
measured on the same machine (iMac 5K, 4GHz Intel Core
i7, 32GB DDR3) in a single thread scenario.

Table 5. Equal error rates in a random forgeries scenario
with 5 and 10 references on GPDS-75 and MCYT-75.
System

GPDS-75

MCYT-75

R5

R10

R5

R10

BP
PGD

5.75
4.43

3.80
3.12

5.73
5.19

2.67
2.13

RE
PE
RE + PE

4.67
8.41
4.56

2.88
5.80
2.65

6.00
8.25
5.46

2.88
4.50
2.23

BP + RE
BP + PE
BP + RE + PE

3.44 (3)
5.82
3.30 (1)

2.09 (1)
3.60
2.09 (1)

3.77 (2)
5.46
3.73 (1)

1.75 (2)
2.65
1.80 (3)

PGD + RE
PGD + PE
PGD + RE + PE

4.29
4.97
4.27

2.79
3.21
2.90

5.33
5.73
5.30

2.40
2.04
1.86

BP + PGD + RE
BP + PGD + PE
BP + PGD + RE + PE

3.35 (2)
4.00
4.00

2.18 (2)
2.56
2.47 (3)

3.73 (1)
4.13 (3)
4.52

1.62 (1)
1.86
1.87

posed graph embedding approaches make use of PGD as basic graph dissimilarity measure. That is, for the RE graph
embedding a questioned signature graph is compared with
ten or five reference signature graphs, while in case of embedding via PE a questioned signature graph is compared
with 325 prototype graphs. Hence, even in the worst case
(i.e. 325 × 2.0 ms = 650 ms) the matching times are still
clearly lower than with BP.
Table 6. Matching time (ms) using different sizes of graphs.
With |V | we denote the mean number of nodes of the graphs.
System
GPDS-75
BP
PGD

Average
|V | = 315 |V | = 218 |V | = 168 |V | = 139
10,698.0
1.6

2,694.5
1.1

1,000.2
0.8

492.2
0.7

3,721.3
1.1

MCYT-75 |V | = 330 |V | = 236 |V | = 189 |V | = 160
BP
PGD

12,597.6
2.0

3,423.8
1.5

1,389.1
1.4

805.3
1.1

4,554.0
1.5

Finally, we compare the proposed systems (including the
ensemble methods) with five state-of-the-art signature verification systems in Table 7. The first reference systems [7]
uses the Mahalanobis distance to compare slant and variability features, while in [8] similar features are used in conjunction with a HMM. The third reference systems [4] is
based on contour-based features that are matched by means
of the χ2 distance. In a recent paper [12], Deep Multitask
Metric Learning (DMML) is used in combination with Histogram of oriented Gradients (HoG) and Discrete Radon
Transform (DRT) features. Lately, a CNN has been combined with a Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) in [5].
In this evaluation, we make use of two threshold scenarios to
measure the EER, i.e. a global and a local scenario. In the
former case, no user-dependent threshold adoption is employed, while in the latter case, a posteriori user-dependent
score normalisation is employed [8]. Generally, local thresholds lead to lower EER rates, whereas global thresholds are
regarded as the more realistic case.
If we compare the RE graph embedding method with the
non learning-based reference systems (i.e. [4, 7]), we observe
an improvement in three out of four cases. Especially for
random forgeries (using a local threshold), we observe sub-

stantially lower error rates. Moreover, we observe that the
ensemble BP + PGD + RE is in each case among the three
best performing systems. The CNN-based reference system [5] leads to the overall best performance in each test
case. However, we have to keep in mind that our proposed
framework is not depending on a learning procedure. In fact,
the proposed method is optimised on a small and independent training set (i.e. GPDS-last100), while Deep Learning
approaches (i.e. DMML and CNN) are known for their thorough training phases on very large datasets. Yet, especially
in signature verification applications, the acquisition of large
sets of signatures is often legally restricted and/or expensive.

4.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In the last years, a number of promising graph-based signature verification approaches have been proposed. These
approaches make use of the inherent representational advantages of graphs when compared with statistical (i.e. vectorial) representations. That is, graphs are able to directly
represent the topological characteristic of the handwriting
and adapt both structure and size to the size and complexity of the underlying signature.
The present paper follows this line of research and proposes
different graph embedding approaches for signature verification. Graph embedding tries to bridge the gap between
structural and statistical approaches by means of explicit
mappings of graphs into a feature space. In the present paper, we use the dissimilarity based graph embedding where
a given graph is represented by its distances to m prototype
graphs. We make use of two strategies in order to define
these prototypes, viz. Reference Embedding (RE) and Prototype Embedding (PE). In case of RE, a graph is mapped
into a feature space by comparing it with a user-specific set
of reference graphs. In case of PE, the mapping is based on
an independent set of prototype graphs.
In an experimental evaluation on two datasets, i.e. GPDS-75
and MCYT-75, we confirm that the proposed graph embedding approaches can keep up with graph-based state-of-theart reference systems with respect to both runtime and accuracy. Moreover, the proposed graph embedding approaches
can be combined with direct graph matching approaches to
form an ensemble. This combinatorial strategy allows to
keep up with recent Deep Learning approaches without the
need of an a priori learning step. In contrast with learningbased approach, the proposed graph embedding is distinguished by not depending on large training data. The high
generalisability of our approach is a clear advantage in case
of signature verification, where the number of training data
is often rather small and/or expensive to acquire.
In future research, we plan to employ the proposed graph
embedding approaches in combination with more elaborated
learning-based statistical classification methods (i.e. SVM,
HMM, or CNN). Moreover, we plan to employ more sophisticated methods for the selection of the prototype graphs [21].
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